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Audio-motor integration is currently viewed as a predictive process in which the brain

simulates upcoming sounds based on voluntary actions. This perspective does not

consider how our auditory environment may trigger involuntary action in the absence of

prediction. We address this issue by examining the relationship between acoustic salience

and involuntary motor responses. We investigate how acoustic features in music

contribute to the perception of salience, and whether those features trigger involuntary

peripheral motor responses. Participants with little-to-no musical training listened to

musical excerpts once while remaining still during the recording of their muscle activity

with surface electromyography (sEMG), and again while they continuously rated perceived

salience within the music using a slider. We show cross-correlations between 1) salience

ratings and acoustic features, 2) acoustic features and spontaneous muscle activity, and 3)

salience ratings and spontaneous muscle activity. Amplitude, intensity, and spectral

centroid were perceived as the most salient features in music, and fluctuations in these

features evoked involuntary peripheral muscle responses. Our results suggest an invol-

untary mechanism for audio-motor integration, which may rely on brainstem-spinal or

brainstem-cerebellar-spinal pathways. Based on these results, we argue that a new

framework is needed to explain the full range of human sensorimotor capabilities. This

goal can be achieved by considering how predictive and reactive audio-motor integration

mechanisms could operate independently or interactively to optimize human behavior.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The human nervous system closely integrates perception and

action. This integration allows the body to respond to and
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align itself with a dynamically changing environment.

Although neural and cognitive models have increased our

understanding of perception-action coupling in voluntary

actions, understanding of this coupling in involuntary action

remains limited. In particular, it is not known whether highly
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complex and continuous stimuli, such as speech ormusic, can

evoke involuntary muscle responses. For example, the startle

response is an involuntary motor response to a stimulus that

stands out relative to neighboring stimuli and, consequently,

is perceived as salient. This reflex normally occurs to

extremely sudden sounds, and is mediated by a brainstem-

spinal pathway. If a muscle response can also be evoked by

prominent changes embedded within complex and contin-

uous auditory streams such as speech or music, it would

imply that a similarly fast and direct auditory-brainstem

pathway might also contribute to complex listening tasks.

The present experiment examined whether involuntary

motor responses are evoked by changes in acoustic features

within complex and naturalistic musical excerpts, and

whether these same acoustic features are perceived as salient.

We aimed to establish a three-fold link between 1) involuntary

muscle responses and acoustic features within naturalistic

stimuli, 2) involuntary muscle responses and perceived

salience, and 3) acoustic features and perceived salience.

The first aim of this study was to examine whether invol-

untary muscle responses can be evoked by changes within

highly complex auditory stimuli. The role of involuntary

audio-motor integration has received relatively little theoret-

ical and empirical attention, relative to voluntary audio-motor

integration. Recent neural and cognitive models for sensori-

motor integration emphasize how voluntary movements can

filter or enhance perception through prediction (Blakemore,

Frith, & Wolpert, 1999; Morillon & Schroeder, 2015; Wolpert,

Ghahramani, & Jordan, 1995). Actions could be used to focus

attention on predictable points in time, potentially through

oscillatory neural activity that entrains attention-driven

perceptual gaiting to external stimuli (Morillon & Baillet,

2017; Morillon, Hackett, Kajikawa, & Schroeder, 2015;

Morillon, Schroeder, & Wyart, 2014; Schroeder & Lakatos,

2009; Schroeder, Lakatos, Kajikawa, Partan, & Puce, 2008;

Schroeder, Wilson, Radman, Scharfman, & Lakatos, 2010).

This perspective helps us understand how we align our

movements and/or attention with regularities, or predictable

patterns, such as temporal structures within speech or music.

What is not yet understood is whether complex external

stimuli that lack a clearly predictable structure may still

engage the motor system (Bendixen, SanMiguel, & Schr€oger,

2012). Organisms may not always have the capacity or infor-

mation available to predict accurately, and wemust be able to

respond to changes that are unpredictable.

Neural pathways for startle and orienting responses are

useful in this case to respond to unexpected changes in the

environment. The vertebrate motor system is known to show

an involuntary response to ambient changes in sound. Sounds

that are highly intense and infrequent relative to other

ambient sounds evoke a startle reflex (Brown et al, 1991a,

1991b; Davis, Gendelman, Tischler, & Gendelman, 1982). The

caudal brainstem has been identified as the origin of this re-

flex, which is thought to propagate from the auditory nerve to

the bulbopontine reticular formation to the motor periphery.

This response allows humans and other vertebrates to detect

and automatically respond to a sudden, unexpected change in

the environment quickly (<150 ms; Brown et al., 1991a).

Importantly, even sound changes that are not highly intense

can evoke responses in sensory receptor organs. The orienting
response, such as turning the eyes or head toward the source

of a sound (Johnson & Lubin, 1967; Sokolov, 1963), only de-

pends on a change in sound parameters regardless of the

magnitude of those changes. The orienting response occurs

immediately following a change (e.g., a sound on or a sound

off), and it disappears when the feature that changed main-

tains the same state. The orienting response involves a com-

bination of neuronal firing, autonomic and muscle responses,

andmay also rely on the brainstem (Sokolov, 1963), potentially

the superior colliculus (Goodale & Murison, 1975). Finally, the

ability to quickly adjust or adapt ongoing behavior to changes

in ambient sounds may further rely on the cerebellum

(Sokolov, Miall, & Ivry, 2017), potentially through fast

cerebellar-to-frontal cortex transmission (Schwartze & Kotz,

2013, 2016). Thus, humans possess subcortical machinery

whereby features of sound can innervate themuscles without

conscious control.

The utility of these reflexive pathways for survival is clear,

such as responding efficiently to potential threats (Sokolov,

1963). Beyond their use for survival, these phylogenetically

older pathways may also enable organisms to respond to dy-

namic and complex acoustic stimuli such as spoken language

or music. The question remains, in which contexts can

involuntary audio-motor innervation occur? Do only highly

salient and rare sounds innervate the muscles or can changes

along a range of acoustic features innervate the muscles? The

few studies that have examined spontaneous human move-

ment to sounds demonstrated that certain features of a

musical texture, such as the entrance of different in-

struments, can influence the amount and quality of sponta-

neous overt (observable) movement (Burger, Thompson, Luck,

Saarikallio, & Toiviainen, 2014; Hurley, Martens, & Janata,

2014; Janata, Tomic, & Haberman, 2012). However, these

studies sought to document alignment of overt movement

with general aspects of musical structure, for example, a

regular beat. It remains an open question whether features of

sound that do not correspond to a predictable structurewithin

a complex sound stream such as music, can evoke involun-

tary, subthreshold muscle activity. Music and speech contain

a wealth of acoustic features that often converge on a pre-

dictable temporal structure (Jones, 2001; Rothermich,

Schmidt-Kassow, & Kotz, 2012), yet they also contain unpre-

dictable events that may also engage the motor system. Given

that the motor system is flexibly attuned not only to the

buildup of regularities over time (Morillon, Schroeder, Wyart,

& Arnal, 2016), but also to instantaneous relative changes in

stimulus features (Sokolov, 1963), the motor system may be

sensitive to a range of features of sound even within complex

listening contexts. Involuntary audio-motor integration could

operate across many or all sound processing contexts, even

contexts that require detection of and alignment to patterns,

such as, tapping along with a beat in music (cf. Repp, 2005;

Repp & Su, 2013) or coordinating responses to a conversation

partner (e.g., Schultz et al., 2016). We address this issue by

examining whether a range of acoustic changes in music

trigger involuntary motor responses.

The second aim of the study was to examine the link be-

tween acoustic features that may evoke involuntary motor

responses and the perception of salience. The human auditory

system is highly attuned to change. This change sensitivity is

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.10.019
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captured by the concept of salience. Salience is the perception

of a stimulus as distinct, prominent, or conspicuous relative to

neighboring stimuli. Salience is evoked by a change or

contrast, often sudden or sharp, along a particular stimulus

feature (Borji, Sihite, & Itti, 2013; Parkhurst, Law, & Niebur,

2002). Visual salience and the ways in which visual features

highlight points in space are well-documented (Borji et al.,

2013; Gottlieb, Kusunoki, & Goldberg, 1998; Itti, 2006;

Parkhurst et al., 2002; Thompson & Bichot, 2004). Acoustic

salience is far less studied, despite its utility in highlighting

points in time with high precision (Benoit et al., 2014; Dalla

Bella, Benoit, Farrugia, Schwartze, & Kotz, 2015; Ellis & Jones,

2009; Fernandez-Del-Olmo et al., 2013; Rodger & Craig, 2016).

The neural signatures of acoustic salience are well docu-

mented. For instance, the mismatch negativity (MMN)

response is a comparative evoked potential that is understood

to be a measure of pre-attentive change detection (Schr€oger,

1997; Schr€oger & Winkler, 1995). However, we still know lit-

tle about how particular acoustic features contribute to the

perception of salience, particularly within naturalistic stimuli

that combine multiple features. Here, we aim to isolate

particular acoustic features within music and identify those

that contribute to the perception of salience, as well as to

involuntary motor responses.

Salience can be derived from multiple acoustic features.

Acoustic features such as amplitude and intensity (perceived

as loudness), frequency (perceived as pitch), spectral proper-

ties of individual sounds (timbre), and interactions between

multiple sounds (harmony) can distinguish an individual

event at a particular point in time from an immediately pre-

ceding event(s), such as, when a breaking object produces a

sudden crash while you are listening to someone speaking

(Caclin et al., 2006; Caclin, McAdams, Smith, & Winsberg,

2005). The abrupt changes in loudness and timbre features

are potential sources of salience that can signal an event at a

particular point in time (Chon & McAdams, 2012; McAdams,

Winsberg, Donnadieu, De Soete, & Krimphoff, 1995). Here we

focus on acoustic features that can define how sound unfolds

over time to examine motor responses to instantaneous

acoustic events that do not necessarily depend on predictable

patterns in acoustic events. We further investigate possible

influences of predictable acoustic patterns (e.g., beat struc-

tures and harmonic context) on motor responses. We exam-

ined amplitude and intensity, timbre, and harmonic features

(seeMethod for full descriptions). Amplitude and intensity are

known to contribute to the startle response (Brown et al.,

1991a; Davis et al., 1982) and, in the context of music, these

features correspond to perceived arousal levels conveyed by

the music (Dean, Bailes, & Schubert, 2011). Acoustic salience

based on timbre has received little attention. Here, we focus

on spectralmeasures that capture global features of the sound

spectrum, and have been found to influence the discrimina-

bility of different timbres (Caclin et al., 2005; McAdams et al.,

1995) and to elicit an MMN response when there is a change

along this dimension (Caclin et al., 2006). We therefore

examined whether amplitude, intensity, timbre, and har-

monic features both evoke involuntary motor responses and

contribute to the perception of salience. If so, salient events

within complex sounds such as music may evoke involuntary

motor responses. This is a crucial missing piece to
understanding the full sensorimotor capacity of the human

nervous system. In addition, to examine whether involuntary

motor responses to, and perceived salience of, these features

was dependent on predictability, we also investigated invol-

untary motor responses to high-level acoustic features that

represent predictability in harmony (harmonic change) and

timing (beat and downbeat). We hypothesized that changes in

intensity, amplitude, timbre, and harmonic features should

evoke spontaneous muscle activity and increased salience

ratings, regardless of the degree of harmonic or temporal

predictability.

The overall goal of the present study was to establish

whether there is a direct link between salient acoustic fea-

tures and involuntary motor responses within the context of

a continuous and dynamic sound stream, in this case music.

We investigated the dynamic link between continuous

changes in acoustic features, salience perception, and

involuntary responses in the motor periphery. First, we

address whether perceived salience could be a mechanism

behind involuntary motor responses. Second, we investigate

which acoustic features elicit changes in salience perception

as music unfolds. Third, we determine whether changes in

particular acoustic features within a complex sound stream

evoke involuntary muscle responses while passively

listening to music. Thus, we investigate how the peripheral

motor system dynamically responds to salient acoustic fea-

tures. Participants with little to no musical training listened

to musical excerpts once while remaining still during the

recording of their muscle activity using surface electromy-

ography (sEMG), and again while they continuously rated

perceived salience within the music using a slider. The slider

measurement provided a means to capture salience

perception in a dynamic manner, allowing sensitivity to

dynamically unfolding acoustic signals that may evoke

salience. Musical excerpts were 40-sec segments of

commercially availablemusical recordings of various genres,

tempi, and temporal regularity (i.e., beat salience). We

applied time series analysis with dynamic time warping

(DTW) to examine the correspondence between various dy-

namic acoustic features, salience ratings, and muscle activ-

ity. We hypothesized that 1) continuous ratings of perceived

salience correspond to spontaneous motor activity, 2)

continuous ratings of salience correlate with acoustic fea-

tures as they unfold in time, that is, that certain acoustic

features are perceived as salient, and 3) sEMG activity cor-

relates with acoustic features, that is, that certain acoustic

features evoke motor responses.
2. Method

We report how we determined our sample size, all data ex-

clusions (if any), all inclusion/exclusion criteria, whether in-

clusion/exclusion criteria were established prior to data

analysis, all manipulations, and all measures in the study.

2.1. Participants

Forty-six young healthy adults from Maastricht University,

the Netherlands, participated (fourteen males, age range

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.10.019
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17e32 years, M ¼ 21.98, SD ¼ 3.58). Participants had normal

hearing and none reported having any cognitive or neuro-

motor disorder. There was a variety of musical expertise; 18

participants reported no musical training, 11 reported 1e5

years of musical training, and 17 participants reported more

than five years of musical training. Two participants were

excluded due to equipment failure and another two were

excluded due to a corrupted hard disk drive. Participants gave

written informed consent and received vouchers as compen-

sation (VVV vouchers; 10V per hour). The study was approved

by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Psychology and

Neuroscience at Maastricht University.

2.2. Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of twelve commercially available songs,

with excerpts selected based on variability in intensity, pitch

(consonance and dissonance), and timbre. To achieve this,

songs were selected, and several sections were extracted (e.g.,

the bridge, chorus, breakdown, outro) before the acoustic

features were assessed. Most songs were selected based on

ratings of “groove” from Janata et al. (2012) and some were

selected based on beat structures that were potentially diffi-

cult to abstract. We further obtained groove ratings in a pilot

study performed during stimulus selection (see Table 1).

“Groove” refers to the degree to which music elicits the desire

tomove, and is often associatedwith a strong underlying beat,

or temporal regularity. Songs across the spectrum of groove

ratings were chosen to ensure muscle activity occurs across a

range of “groovy-ness”. Moreover, the beat strength in the

acoustic signal (inter-beat interval CV) and variability of beat

entrainment in the tapping task (inter-tap interval CV)

encompassed a broad range (see Table 1). One excerpt of

40 sec was extracted from each song. Thus, the final stimuli

consisted of 12 40-sec musical excerpts.

2.3. Acoustic features

Acoustic features were extracted frommusical excerpts using

Sonic Visualizer. Amplitude and intensity were measures

relating to the perception of loudness. The global spectral

features (i.e., timbre) examined were spectral centroid, spectral
Table 1 e Descriptive factors of stimuli including start time of exc
of variation (CV) of inter-beat intervals derived from MadMom, C
mean groove ratings obtained from a pilot study during stimulu

Artist (Song) Excerpt time

The Beastie Boys (Sabrosa) 65.8e105.8

The Bee Gees (You Should be Dancing) 25.5e85.5

Britney Spears (Toxic) 10.5e50.5

Django Reinhardt & Stephane Grappelli (Minor Swing) 57.7e97.7

Herbie Hancock (Rock it) 30.4e70.4

Marvin Gaye (Sexual Healing) 71.4e110.4

Radiohead (Just) 162.3e202.3

Snarky Puppy (Lingus) 420.1e460.1

Stevie Wonder (Superstition) 225.3e265.3

Stitt Rollins Gillespie (Eternal Triangle) 589.7e629.7

The Beach Boys (God Only Knows) 106.5e146.5

The Glenn Miller Orchestra (In the Mood) 88.3e128.3
crest, and spectral variance. Spectral centroid refers to the

weighted mean of spectrum energy, in other words the

amount of power in the frequency range where the most

power is concentrated. Spectral crest refers to the ratio between

maximum spectrum power and mean spectrum power. This

describes whether there are one or more frequency bands

with relatively high-energy peaks within the spectrum and,

thus, whether there are one or more frequency bands that

stand out. Spectral variance refers to the variability of spectral

power, or the variation in the energy peak amplitudes across

the frequency bands. We examined two aspects of harmony:

Inharmonicity, or the degree ofmomentary dissonancewithin a

short window, and harmonic change, or the degree to which

harmonicity changed given what has been previously expe-

rienced within the excerpt. We included harmonic change to

capture acoustic changes that were context-dependent and to

account for predictable harmonic patterns within the music.

In order to account for temporal predictability, we quantified

the temporal regularity of the sounds as they unfold in time by

applying a beat-tracking algorithm (B€ock & Schedl, 2011). This

algorithm uses recurrent neural networks to calculate the

probability of a beat or a downbeat (a.k.a. a strong beat) at each

specified time point (Essens & Povel, 1985). The variation in

harmonic change and temporal regularity across stimuli

allowed us to link motor responses to acoustic features that

were not dependent on predictable harmonic patterns or the

beat (see Table 1).

2.4. Procedure

Participants were seated in a quiet, sound shielded room.

Participants were fitted with bipolar sEMG electrodes on their

lower and upper arm (flexor carpi radials and biceps brachii,

respectively) and to their palm (abductor pollicis brevis) to

measure electrical activity produced by muscle responses.

Participants received stimuli through two speakers (JBL 25-

AV-LS). The concept of salience was explained to partici-

pants but no explicit instruction was given as to which fea-

tures were to be rated in the music. Specifically, salience was

defined as “how much sounds stand out” and told to change

their ratings throughout each song depending on how their

perception of salience increased or decreased. Participants
erpts (duration 40 sec), beats-per-minute (BPM), coefficient
V of inter-tap intervals (ITI) produced by participants, and
s selection.

(sec) Excerpt BPM Beat CV ITI CV Mean groove (SD)

157.89 .017 .200 75.51 (24.35)

122.45 .011 .226 85.71 (8.25)

142.86 .014 .181 79.59 (13.94)

200.00 .382 .165 77.55 (7.64)

111.11 .01 .203 69.39 (15.27)

95.24 .008 .161 83.67 (26.64)

171.43 .484 .194 67.35 (21.37)

166.67 .629 .276 46.94 (17.91)

103.45 .019 .134 81.63 (10.80)

150.00 .030 .183 61.22 (17.91)

117.65 .025 .155 53.06 (17.91)

176.47 .412 .272 73.47 (12.85)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.10.019
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listened to each excerpt three times. First, participants

listened to each excerpt while sitting still, and after each

excerpt they rated their familiarity with the music. Second,

participants listened to the music excerpts again while

continuously rating their perceived salience of the music

using a slider. Third, participants listened a third time to each

musical excerpt and tapped along with themusic according to

any beat or temporal regularity they could detect. The tasks

were performed in this order to a) ensure that implicit motor

responses were not attenuated/driven by expectations from

recent presentations and, b) to reduce reaction times in rating

salience for changes in acoustic features.

2.5. Behavioral and EMG data analysis

Time series analysis with DTW was used to examine the

correspondence between acoustic features, salience ratings,

and muscle responses for each stimulus and participant

(Levitin, Nuzzo, Vines, & Ramsay, 2007). DTW allowed

comparing relationships between variables that may have

non-linear temporal relationships with acoustic features (e.g.,

muscle responses and continuous subjective ratings (Bishop,

Bailes, & Dean, 2013)). To ensure comparability, DTW was

performed with the same parameters for all pairwise combi-

nations of muscle responses and salience ratings with

acoustic features. Data were smoothed using a moving

average within a 50 msec window; then DTW was performed

to align local patterns using the smallest Euclidean distance

cost within a time window of 2000 msec. The final dependent

variable was the Fisher transformed cross-correlation coeffi-

cient at lag 0 after DTW for each pair of responses and/or

features (see Fig. 1).

The Fisher transformation was used to ensure cross-

correlation coefficients followed a normal distribution.

Chance cross-correlation coefficients were obtained through

jackknifing procedures whereby the response was paired with

the acoustic features of all other songs and underwent the

same procedure including smoothing and DTW. The mean

Fisher-transformed cross-correlation coefficient of these

mismatched pairs represented chance levels. If the Fisher-

transformed cross-correlation coefficients were not signifi-

cantly above chance, they were subjected to Bayes factor tests

to examine evidence for the null hypothesis. Bayes factor

values between 1 and 3 represent anecdotal evidence for the

null, 3e10 represents substantial evidence for the null, 10e30

represents strong evidence for the null, 30e100 represents

very strong evidence for the null, and over 100 represents

extreme evidence for the null (see Jeffreys, 1961).

To test the hypothesis that salience ratings correspond to

spontaneous motor activity, the relationship between

continuous motor activity in three sEMG electrodes (hands,

lower arm, upper arm) and continuous salience ratings were

compared to estimated chance levels using a linear mixed-

effects model (LMEM). The Fisher-transformed cross-correla-

tion coefficients were fitted to LMEMs separately for the re-

lationships between 1) salience ratings and sEMG activity, 2)

salience ratings and acoustic features, and 3) sEMG activity

and acoustic features. For the model for salience ratings and

sEMG activity, the sEMG electrode position (3; hand, lower

arm, upper arm) was included as a fixed factor. For the model
for salience ratings and acoustic features, the fixed factor was

Feature (any of the following that were above chance: ampli-

tude, intensity, spectral centroid, spectral crest, spectral

variance, inharmonicity, harmonic change, beat probability,

and downbeat probability). For the model for sEMG activity

and acoustic features, both Feature and sEMG electrode posi-

tion were included as fixed factors. Participant and Song were

included as random effects for every LMEM. Models were

selected based on the lowest Akaike’s Information Criteria

(AIC) value when including the interaction term or only main

effects.
3. Results

3.1. The relationship between perceived salience and
motor activity

To test the hypothesis that salience ratings correspond to

spontaneous motor activity, the relationship between

continuous motor activity in three sEMG electrodes (hands,

lower arm, upper arm) and continuous salience ratings were

compared to estimated chance levels using a LMEM. All re-

lationships were significantly above chance (ps < .002,

OR ¼ 10.81; see Fig. 2). This relationship significantly

decreased in strength from the hand to the lower arm and

from the lower arm to the upper arm (ps < .04, OR ¼ 148.34).

These results support the hypothesis that subjective ratings of

salience significantly correspond to spontaneous motor

activity.

3.2. Revealing which acoustic features influence salience
perception

To assess which acoustic features are perceived as salient, the

relationship between salience ratings and acoustic features

were compared to estimated chance levels using a LMEM.

Continuous salience ratings significantly correlated with

changes in amplitude, intensity, spectral centroid, spectral

crest, harmonic change, and inharmonicity above chance

levels (ps < .004). There was strong evidence for the null hy-

pothesis for spectral variance (BF01 ¼ 13.88 ± .0002), and also

for beat (BF01 ¼ 14.07 ± .0002) and downbeat

(BF01 ¼ 13.55 ± .0002) probability, and these did not demon-

strate relationships with salience ratings above chance levels

(ps > .36).

To examine which features showed the strongest rela-

tionshipwith salience ratings, features that related to salience

ratings significantly above chance were subjected to the

LMEM. There was a main effect of Feature [F (5, 61.46) ¼ 23.28,

p < .001, OR ¼ 1155.96] and planned comparisons yielded no

significant differences between amplitude, intensity, and

spectral centroid (ps > .76), and these three features were

significantly more correlated with salience ratings than

spectral crest (ps < .001), harmonic change (ps < .001), and

inharmonicity (ps < .02; see Fig. 3a). Inharmonicity showed

stronger relationships with salience ratings than harmonic

change (p < .009) but not spectral crest (p ¼ .1), and there was

no significant difference between harmonic change and

spectral crest (p ¼ .97). Overall, these results support the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.10.019
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Fig. 1 e Example of the dynamic time warping procedure. a) Original time series. b) Cross-correlation coefficients between

the two timeseries. Non-warping methods often take the maximum cross-correlation coefficient within some range (dotted

black lines). c) Warping paths (black lines) between the two timeseries. d) Alignment path of relative samples. e) Warped

data. f) Cross-correlation coefficients of the between the twowarped time series. We used the cross-correlation coefficient at

lag zero (dotted black lines), even if this was not the maximum cross-correlation coefficient.
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hypothesis that amplitude, intensity, and spectral centroid

are perceived as the most salient features in music.

3.3. Revealing which acoustic features evoke motor
responses

To assess which acoustic features evoked involuntary motor

responses, the relationships between sEMG recordings and

acoustic features were compared to estimated chance levels

using a LMEM. The best model fit contained no interactions

between Baseline, Feature, and sEMG channel and, therefore,

data were averaged across sEMG channels. sEMG activity

significantly correlated with changes in amplitude, intensity,

spectral centroid, spectral crest, inharmonicity, and spectral

variance above chance levels (ps < .008). Other acoustic
features did not display relationships with sEMG activity

above chance levels (ps > .15), and there was strong evidence

for the null hypothesis for harmonic change (BF01 ¼ 16.66 ± 0),

and beat (BF01 ¼ 23.30 ± 0) and downbeat (BF01 ¼ 15.10 ± 0)

probability.

To test which acoustic features showed the strongest re-

lationships with motor activity, features that related to sEMG

activity significantly above chance were subjected to the

LMEM. As above, the best model fit contained no interactions

between Feature and EMG channel and, therefore, only main

effects are reported. The significant main effect of sEMG

channel [F (2, 196.67) ¼ 115.22, p < .001, OR ¼ 194.81] indicated

that there were stronger relationships between acoustic fea-

tures and sEMG activity for the hand compared to the lower

and upper arm (ps < .001), and for the lower arm compared to

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.10.019
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Fig. 2 e T-statistics for comparisons between Fisher-transformed cross-correlation coefficients and approximations of

chance via jackknifing. T-statistics that were less than zero were set to zero, and greater than 8 were set to 8 to improve

scale visibility.
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the upper arm (p < .001). There was a significantmain effect of

Feature [F (5, 58.30) ¼ 29.51, p < .001, OR ¼ 2250.54]; pairwise

comparisons indicated that intensity, spectral centroid, and

spectral variance did not significantly differ from each other

(ps > .99) and showed the largest relationships with sEMG

activity compared to amplitude (ps < .03), inharmonicity

(ps < .001), and spectral crest (ps < .001; see Fig. 3b). Amplitude

demonstrated the next highest relationship with sEMG activ-

ity and was significantly greater than spectral crest (p < .001)

but not inharmonicity (p ¼ .1). Inharmonicity demonstrated a

stronger relationship with sEMG activity than spectral crest
(p¼ .01). These results support the hypothesis that amplitude,

intensity, and spectral centroid evoke motor activity and

further show that motor activity also relates to changes in

inharmonicity, spectral crest, and spectral variance.
4. Discussion

The present study examined whether involuntary motor re-

sponses are evoked by changes in acoustic features within

complex, continuous, and naturalistic musical excerpts, and

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.10.019
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Fig. 3 e Means of the Fisher transformed cross-correlation coefficient for salience ratings (top panel) and motor responses

pooled over sEMG electrodes (bottom panel). Black bars are used for features that did not produce Fisher transformed cross-

correlation coefficients above chance levels. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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whether these same acoustic features are perceived as salient.

We show that changes in several acoustic features within

music corresponded to changes in involuntary motor re-

sponses and to perceived acoustic salience. Amplitude, in-

tensity, and spectral centroid were perceived as the most

salient features in music, and they correlated with peripheral

muscle responses. We also show a gradient of sensitivity in

the motor periphery to salient features from the hand to the

lower arm to the upper arm. This gradient may reflect

increased audio-motor coupling due to motor dexterity in the

case of hand muscles compared to arm muscles, or it could

reflect a prepotent response to move one’s hand by tapping or

clapping to music. Neither salience ratings nor sEMG activity

correlated with changes in beat and downbeat probability,

indicating that auditory salience responses are not governed

by beat-based regularity but, instead, by dynamic changes in

acoustic features that correspond to amplitude, intensity, and
spectral energy. Taken together, these results suggest that

amplitude, intensity, and spectral centroid are salient acous-

tic features that evoke involuntary motor responses.

In addition to evoking involuntary motor responses,

changes in amplitude, intensity, spectral centroid, spectral

crest, and inharmonicity were also perceived as salient.

Inharmonicity and spectral crest showed lower correlations

with motor responses and salience than other features, and

spectral variance corresponded to motor responses, but not

to perceived salience. The perception of amplitude and in-

tensity changes as salient is consistent with the type of

stimuli that normally evoke acoustic startle responses,

namely an intensely loud sound (e.g., 120 dB, compared to a

normal level of 70 dB; Davis et al., 1982; Fernandez-Del-Olmo

et al., 2013) and with orienting responses to sound intensity

(Brown et al., 1991a; Johnson & Lubin, 1967). Perceived

loudness is also associated with emotional responses to

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.10.019
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sounds (Olsen & Stevens, 2013). For instance, increased

subjective or physiological arousal responses correlated with

gradual increases or decreases in acoustic intensity of nat-

ural sounds and music (Bradley & Lang, 2000; Dean et al.,

2011; Tajadura-Jim�enez, V€aljam€ae, Asutay, & V€astfj€all,

2010). In addition, spectral features, mainly spectral

centroid, corresponded with ratings of perceived salience.

This is consistent with the role of spectral centroid in

discriminating timbres and the sensitivity of the MMN

response to changes along spectral centroid (Caclin et al,

2005, 2006; McAdams et al., 1995). Changes in these fea-

tures likely stand out for listeners by marking particular

points in time. Instantaneous points of salience, when

repeated often enough, could also be a precursor to temporal

pattern perception (Ellis & Jones, 2009). This raises the pos-

sibility that the perception of temporal patterns could arise,

at least in part by salience at each instantaneous point, and

the temporal grouping of repeated points of salience.

Recurring salience could provide a basis for adapting to and

eventually encoding temporal patterns. This encoding could

occur in the absence of attention, or resonance could even-

tually engage dynamic, directed attention to points in time

once a temporal pattern is recognized (Jones & Boltz, 1989).

Response to salience could, therefore, provide the origins for

dynamic attending. This could have occurred to some extent

in the present experiment. It is possible that salience

perception was partially mediated by participants’ attention

to, or prediction of, patterns in the music. Even so, it is un-

likely that attention or prediction accounts for the relation-

ship between salience and involuntary motor responses,

because temporal regularities and harmonic context within

the musical excerpts did not significantly correlate with

salience or involuntary motor responses. Our findings sug-

gest that the relationship between salience responses and

involuntary muscle responses most likely reflects pre-

attentive process, even while salience could have addition-

ally evoked or modulated higher-level cognitive processes

simultaneously.

Harmonic change corresponded to perceived salience

but did not correspond with involuntary motor responses.

Features of harmony have been shown to contribute to re-

ported and physiological emotional responses to music.

Unlike loudness which tends to engage emotional arousal

(Dean et al., 2011), harmony appears to modulate emotional

valence. Consonant music tends to evoke pleasant feelings

while dissonant music tends to evoke unpleasant feelings

as well as paralimbic brain regions (Blood, Zatorre,

Bermudez, & Evans, 1999; Gomez & Danuser, 2007). Our

results suggest that inharmonicity, or instantaneous

dissonance, drives both salience perception and muscle

responses during music listening, but harmonic change is

only related to salience perception. One explanation for this

result may be that harmonic context drives top-down

appraisal of emotional valence but not involuntary motor

responses. This result further attests to the sensitivity of

involuntary auditory-motor transmission to instantaneous

acoustic features.

We demonstrated that several of the acoustic features that

corresponded to perceived salience (amplitude, intensity,

spectral centroid, spectral crest, and inharmonicity) also
corresponded to involuntary responses of the peripheral

motor system. An involuntary innervation of muscles by a

salient acoustic event points to a potential mechanism for

sensorimotor coupling that is distinct from voluntary

entrainment and the effortful alignment of movements in

time with an external temporal pattern (Morillon & Baillet,

2017; Morillon et al., 2014). Motor responses to patterns of

salience over an extended period of time may give rise to a

continuous, dynamic motor and auditory response corre-

spondence, or resonance. Resonance theory describes how

two intrinsically oscillating mechanical systems, such as a

metronome or a swinging pendulum, will eventually sponta-

neously synchronize if there is a transfer of energy from one

system to the other (Iwasaki & Zheng, 2006). Resonance

behavior has been simulated mathematically and demon-

strated in both biological (Ott & Antonsen Jr, 2017) and non-

living (Iwasaki & Zheng, 2006) systems, and is hypothesized

to be a potential means for the alignment of external stimuli

with internal neural oscillations. We here provide a potential

basis for a mechanism that enables resonance between

acoustic salience fluctuations and motor response fluctua-

tions. The transfer of energy that synchronizes external

acoustic events with internal neural fluctuations may occur

through a brainstem-spinal pathway mediating orienting re-

flexes, or a brainstem-cerebellar-spinal pathway that quickly

adjusts actions following significant stimulus changes (Brown

et al., 1991a; Davis et al., 1982; Schwartze & Kotz, 2013;

Sokolov, 1963). We hypothesize that the physical transfer of

energy from acoustic events to motor responses occurs

through the fast transmission of signals from the auditory

nerve to the motor periphery, via the brainstem (Brown et al.,

1991b) and/or cerebellum (Schwartze & Kotz, 2013), rather

than via a brainstem-cortical-spinal loop. Over time, this

unidirectional recurrent transmission could theoretically give

rise to a temporal alignment of peripheral motor activity

fluctuations with the external acoustic events. This temporal

alignment could appear as if motor responses are synchro-

nized or entrained with acoustic events, yet in this type of

resonant system there would be no foreknowledge of when

the next event should occur. Thus, this hypothetical neural

pathway for resonance is assumed to be completely reactive.

On this view, the motor system may not only function as a

regularity detector (Morillon et al., 2015), but could respond

involuntarily to acoustic irregularities and thereby lock on to

external stimuli that are not predictable. Such a system could

also provide the basis for developing motor routines that

dictate voluntary entrainment, and such a system could pro-

vide a means for adapting or updating existing motor rou-

tines. In other words, the salient acoustic features that evoke

motor responses may eventually give rise to voluntary

movements to music from tapping your feet through to

dancing. We suggest further work to replicate and extend the

current results, firstly by strengthening the causal relation-

ship between salient acoustic events and involuntary motor

responses, for instance, by creating artificial musical stimuli

in which particular acoustic features are manipulated inde-

pendently. Additional studies can also corroborate whether

involuntary audio-motor innervation occurs outside of

attention, for instance by requiring participants to perform an

additional, attention-demanding task. More work is also
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needed to clarify the neural pathways involved using auditory

brainstem recording and high-field imaging.

The results reported here suggest a more complete un-

derstanding of the link between auditory and motor process-

ing. Ultimately, an optimized motor system must be able to

anticipate and react. Current perspectives of sensorimotor

integration focus on the capacity for the brain to predict

external events or anticipate outcomes from actions, allowing

the organism to behave in a fluent, proactive way, aligning

optimallywith upcoming events (Morillon et al., 2015;Wolpert

et al., 1995). This framework offers a way to understand

sensorimotor integration that requires prior knowledge,

whether it is an action plan, a learned stimulus-response as-

sociation, or a sequential/temporal pattern that has been

encoded into working memory. However, it remains equally

important to account for the role of purely stimulus-driven

sensorimotor integration to understand the full range of our

sensorimotor capacities. An appropriate memory trace or

motor routine is not always available or useful for every

possible environmental condition we may encounter. Motor

routines that are not based on intrinsic properties of themotor

system have to be acquired through experience. When we

cannot predict, we must react. The present results demon-

strate a mechanism that links involuntary motor responses

with acoustic events embedded within a complex and

continuous auditory stream, in a way that does not depend on

an acquired memory trace or motor program. These results

provide an initial step toward closing the gap between

memory-dependent sensorimotor integration and the acqui-

sition of those memory traces.

Based on these results we suggest that further work be

directed toward understanding how voluntary and involun-

tary sensorimotor integration work together, rather than

examine each in isolation. In order to learn and extract

meaningful patterns in the environment, we should be able to

extract initially unpredictable information before we can

detect predictable patterns. Stimulus-driven and memory-

driven sensorimotor integration may enable complementary

functions. A stimulus-driven auditory-motor system could

provide the starting point for acquiring sensorimotor memory

traces and thereby provide the basis for memory-driven

sensorimotor integration. It may also be that stimulus-

driven and memory-driven systems interact such that, for

instance, acquired motor routines are involuntarily updated

or adjusted (Valls-Sol�e et al., 2008). Three types of tasks may

make use of both stimulus-driven and memory-driven

sensorimotor integration, either in a complementary or

interactive way: implicit learning, attention orienting, and

memory updating (e.g., “relearning”). Each of these tasks may

be a fruitful context for investigating how stimulus-driven

and memory-driven sensorimotor integration may coordi-

nate. In implicit learning tasks such as the serial reaction time

task and classical conditioning tasks, involuntary motor

response to auditory salience may be a precursor to learning,

by enabling adaptation to external stimuli via resonance.

Prolonged resonance may then give rise to an implicit mem-

ory trace. In addition, auditory-motor resonance could also

facilitate attention orienting to salient events. A shift from
resonance to predictive or voluntary action could result from a

gradual shifting of attention through repetition, a sudden

capture of attention by one ormore salient events, or by a shift

in task-relevance of external events. Finally, auditory-motor

resonance could provide a means for updating or adapting

existing memory traces through error-correction. Potential

neural bases could be gradual or sudden synchrony between

subcortical and cortical neural populations, such as those that

are thought to original from the thalamus (Saalmann, 2014).

Thalamo-cortical pathways such as cerebellar-motor or

cerebellar-prefrontal pathways would be suitable for adapting

to salient auditory events and signaling cortical regions to

encode motor sequences, engage attention, or update mem-

ory traces. These questions could be addressed using a com-

bination of behavioral, electrophysiological, and high field

imaging approaches to determine how subcortical-cortical

signaling and neural synchrony change with implicit

learning, attention orienting, or memory updating.

Finally, a system for involuntary audio-motor integration

provides an alternate route for motor training and potentially

helping to address movement disorders. While training re-

gimes that introduce a predictable temporal structure have

proven helpful for walking movements in Parkinson’s disease

(Benoit et al., 2014; Dalla Bella et al., 2015), our results suggest

that unstructured, salient cues can also promote motor re-

sponses. A fast, subcortical pathway for audio-motor trans-

mission may provide the means to stimulate non-repetitive,

ballistic movements such as reaching, or through subcortio-

cortico communication described above, facilitate the

learning of repetitive movements. We further demonstrate

that specific acoustic features promote motor responses and

influence subjective salience perception. This evidence pro-

vides a direction for designing an acoustic environment for

training as well as a means for tailoring that environment to

individual differences in subjective salience perception. This

versatile approach has the potential to innovate training

programs either on its own or in combination with existing

protocols.

4.1. Limitations

Due to non-linear temporal relationships between human

ratings of perceived salience, acoustic features, and sEMG

responses, we used DTW. This approach has previously been

applied to EEG data to examine its relationship to non-periodic

human movement (Chemin, Huang, Mulders, & Mouraux,

2018). To ensure our analysis was not too liberal and reduce

the chance of a type I error, we used a conservative baseline

using jackknifing techniques that ensured cross-correlation

coefficients represented idiosyncratic relationships for each

stimulus. To the knowledge of the authors, there are no

continuous objective measures of auditory salience percep-

tion that have linear temporal relationships with auditory

stimuli. If such measures were discovered, it would be inter-

esting to examine the relationship between salience percep-

tion and acoustic features without using DTW. This would

allow us to examine the temporal delay in perceiving salience

and how it changes for various acoustic features, and
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determine if the delays are short enough to suggest pre-

attentional responses.
5. Conclusion

We provide evidence for auditory-motor resonance, an

automatic innervation of peripheral motor activity by

acoustic events within a complex stream that then leads to

a temporal alignment of acoustic and motor fluctuations. As

a purely stimulus-driven mechanism that links external

events with internal motor activity, resonance closes the

theoretical gap between voluntary, memory-driven behav-

iors, and the origins of those behaviors. Resonance may also

play an important role in voluntary movement in general, as

a starting point for goal-driven behavior to develop, in cases

where an appropriate memory trace or motor routine is not

yet available.
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